Abstract-We demonstrate the existence of a class of defects in 2D photonic crystals, for which the eigenstates depend only on the defect geometry, and not on details like photonic crystal parameters or defect size. Introduction We study defect modes in 2D photonic crystals (PCs). Although many numerical studies have been undertaken, defects in the vicinity of band-edges are difficult to model accurately, since their fields are highly extended. Multiple defects are similarly difficult to handle. We develop a semi-analytic model for multiple defects based on an asymptotic expansion of the Green's function near a band edge and show that, for certain multiple defects, the eigenstates only depend on the geometry [1, 2] .
Introduction
We study defect modes in 2D photonic crystals (PCs). Although many numerical studies have been undertaken, defects in the vicinity of band-edges are difficult to model accurately, since their fields are highly extended. Multiple defects are similarly difficult to handle. We develop a semi-analytic model for multiple defects based on an asymptotic expansion of the Green's function near a band edge and show that, for certain multiple defects, the eigenstates only depend on the geometry [1, 2] .
Mode created by multiple defects
We consider a 2D PC with a periodic dielectric constant 
in which ( ') ( ') ( ').
ψ ψ ≈ r k r and derive, using the Green's function (1) and Eq. (2),
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of which yield the dispersion equation and mode structure. The diagonal coupling coefficient (4) dominates at the band edge,
are approximately the same as δ E E denotes the relative change in the electrical energy caused by the defect, and S is the defect inertia which is inversely proportional to the density of states.
For multiple defects ( ), the defects accumulate, increasing the slope of the dispersion curve of the fundamental mode. In addition other defect modes appear which are linked with the symmetry of the spatial arrangement of the defects. In Fig. 1 we show the evolution of the two defect modes in a double-defect PC. The matrix of the system (3) is symmetric and so the eigensolutions are and The fundamental mode asymptotes exponentially towards the band edge, while the lower-frequency mode evolves along a trajectory which moves directly into the band, and is not strongly affected by it. We may understand this contrasting behaviour by comparing the field profiles (see Fig. 2 
of the defect modes with that of the band-edge Bloch mode. We see that the high-frequency mode has the same symmetry (even) as the band-edge mode, which allows them to merge, while the lower mode has the opposite symmetry. The difference in behaviour is then seen to be that between avoided and normal crossing.
For defect modes that do not have the symmetry of the band edge, we can, in fact, use the tight-binding model (which normally is regarded as applicable only near the centre of the band-gap) with reasonable accuracy near the band-edge. This allows us to provide semi-analytic estimates for the defect strength with which modes of this type enter the band.
Circulant matrices
When the centres of the defect cylinders form a regular polygon, then the matrix (3) of coupling coefficients takes the form of a circulant matrix. Such matrices have the property that their eigenvectors are independent of the particular values of the matrix elements. For the defect we are considering here this means that the eigenvectors, i.e., the defect state, depends only on the defect geometry, and not, for example, on the defect separation. This stability is a property usually only associated with a two-defect, but is here shown to generalize. 
Discussion and conclusions
While the discussion here is for modes in square arrays for TM polarisation, the key result, namely that the eigenstates depend only on the defect geometry, and not on details such as PC parameters, defect size or polarisation, is quite general. For this reason, the spatial structure of the modes is quite stable across the gap, even though the coupling strength may vary strongly.
